Fabrication of a potentiometric/amperometric bifunctional enzyme microbiosensor.
We report the fabrication and functional characterization of a needle-type bifunctional enzyme microbiosensor that has, as technical novelty, simultaneously integrated a potentiometric and amperometric detection of an enzyme-catalyzed reaction at the tip of a pulled glass micropipet. The construction involved immobilizing an enzyme onto the platinized outer tip surface using the precipitation of electrodeposition paint with direct entrapment of the biocomponent in the slowly growing polymer film. Products of enzyme-substrate reaction could then be targeted in a dual-detection mode on one hand with the covered Pt layer at the tip region as amperometric detector and on the other hand with a proton-selective liquid membrane-based potentiometric sensor inside the open pipet tip. Completing and testing bifunctional glucose microsensors demonstrated the functionality of the proposed strategy. Synchronized amperometric and potentiometric detection of the addition of a glucose standard to a buffer solution became evident by observing stepwise increases in the amperometric H2O2 oxidation current and corresponding increases in the potential of the pH-selective sensor, which translates to a local pH decrease around the tip due to hydrolysis of enzymatically formed gluconic acid.